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ABSTRACT

Research on the intertextual relations between Job 3 and Gen 1:1-2:4a (undertaken by Michael Fishbane, Leo Perdue, Samuel Balentine and others) has demonstrated the likely presence of conspicuous parallels between the two texts. However, the rhetorical function of these connections remains an unsolved problem. This article’s reassessment of the lexical, motivic and structural parallels as well as the comparison of Job 3 with Jer 20:14-18 attempts to show that not only does Job’s soliloquy refer to the priestly creation hymn by means of allusive irony to facilitate a critical engagement with the Torah. Also, the same rhetorical device is used in Yhwh’s first speech (Job 38-39) which in turn alludes to Job 3 and is understood as ironically reversing Job’s allusive curse and lament. Based on these findings we may conclude that Job is ultimately defeated by Yhwh with his own arguments, yet not in a harsh, but rather in a soft and mitigative way.
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A INTRODUCTION

The view that in the book of Job there is not only a dialogue going on between God and Satan, Job and his friends, and God and Job, but that beyond that the book itself is in discourse with various parts of Israel’s literary traditions and in particular with the Torah, is not new to biblical research. The aim of the
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following investigation is to focus on the rhetorical devices used in this discourse, specifically regarding the allusions to Gen 1:1-2:4a in Job 3. I will argue that this rhetoric is best described as allusive irony. In addition, my aim is show that, in a very similar way to how Job 3 ironically inverts the priestly creation hymn, YHWH’s first speech in Job 38-39 refers to Job 3 by means of allusive irony, the result of which is that Job is defeated by his own arguments.

To this end, I will firstly give a brief summary of the current state of research regarding the parallels between Job 3 and Gen 1:1-2:4a. Secondly, I will undertake a reassessment of these parallels by analysing lexical, motivic, and structural correspondences. Thirdly, I will evaluate the rhetoric of Job 3 by highlighting the exaggerated mode of Job’s curse and lament and, consequently, arguing for the ironic function of the allusions to the creation account. Finally, I will show that, in a similar way, also Job 38-39 alludes to Job 3 through the use of irony. The present study, therefore, wants to contribute to a better understanding of Job’s initial soliloquy and of the function of irony in the book as a whole.

B CURRENT STATE OF RESEARCH ON THE PARALLELS BETWEEN JOB 3 AND GEN 1:1-2:4A

In the following, I will firstly give a brief overview of the research on the connections between Job’s opening soliloquy and the priestly creation hymn, from Michael Fishbane’s seminal article of article on Job 3:3-13, published in 1971, to the more recent studies of Andrea Beyer and Samuel Balentine. Secondly, I will summarize the critique against Fishbane and those who adopted and further corroborated his claims.

1 Majority Report

In his article “Jeremiah IV 23-26 and Job III 3-13: A Recovered Use of the Creation Pattern”, Fishbane argues that the pattern of seven days of creation in Gen 1:1-2:4a is reflected in Job 3.² In particular, he argues that Job 3:4a (יִהְיָה חָשָךְ) echoes the creative act of the first day (Gen 1:3-4), whereas in Job 3:4b (היִהְיָה), a parallel to the second day may be perceived (יהוה); similarly, the fourth, fifth, and sixth day (Gen 1:14-19, 20-23, 24-31) are reflected in Job 3:6, 8 and 11, whereas the seventh day (Gen 2:2-4a; cf. Exod 20:11) finally is mirrored in 3:13. Additionally, Fishbane compares Job 3:3-13 with both Akkadian and Egyptian literature in order to claim a mantic background for the Joban passage, and consequently calls it a “counter-cosmic incantation”³. On

---

closer inspection, however, the parallels he points out don’t appear to be very significant; beside a few isolated lexical correspondences, some of his claims about motivic resemblances are based on rather poor textual evidence. Nonetheless, as we will see, Fishbane’s brief analysis has proved to be highly influential for later studies on this issue.

In fact, 15 years later, Fishbane’s interpretation is taken up by Leo Perdue⁴, who additionally points out structural analogies, as he notes that the seven days in the creation hymn are paralleled by Job’s seven curses in Job 3:3-9; also, the fact that the 15 jussives and imperatives in Gen 1:1-2:4a are outnumbered by the 16 jussives and prohibitions in Job 3. This leads him to the conclusion that Job is “attempting to overpower the creative structure of divine language”⁵. Finally, Perdue highlights motivic contrasts (light: Gen 1:3 – darkness: Job 3:4-9; rest as renewal of life: Gen 2:1-3 – rest at the end of life: Job 3:13-19). On the whole, according to Perdue, Job 3 describes the reversal of four metaphors of creation, namely word, procreation, artistry, and battle. Similar to Fishbane, Perdue interprets Job 3 as a negation of the divine creative works as described in Gen 1:1-2:4a; more precisely, he discerns in Job 3 a “disorienting reversal of creation language”⁶ and an “attack on P’s formulation of creation”⁷.

In 2002, Valerie Pettys⁸ adopts both Fishbane’s and Perdue’s textual analyses, without providing a detailed study of the correspondences between Job 3 and Gen 1:1-2:4a; nonetheless, she mentions an additional structural analogy, as she notes that in Job 3:3-9, the negation אֵּל is used six times, followed by לא in 3:10-11, what might refer to the six days of creation that are concluded with the day of rest. Beyond that, in Pettys’ reading, the allusion of Job 3 to Gen 1:1-2:4a is marked by irony: “Job’s use of past testimony in order to make sense of its shattering by the present is a study in irony”, and adds that “[i]n the process, he affirms the vehicle of his dissent, even as he insists on its change.”⁹

---

⁵ Perdue, Wisdom in Revolt, 98.
⁶ Perdue, Wisdom in Revolt, 95.
⁷ Perdue, Wisdom in Revolt, 98.
⁹ Pettys, “Let there be Darkness,” 103.
Also, Yohan Pyeon’s interpretation of Job 3, published only a year after Petty’s study, is based primarily on the parallels to Gen 1:1-2:4a as highlighted by Fishbane, and basically adopting Perdue’s reading. He points out the cultic frame of reference in Gen 1:1-2:4a given its connections to Ex 25-31 and 35-40. Furthermore, he sees in Job 3 a reflection of the chapter’s historical context, when creation as envisioned by P was sensed as inadequate to explain the situation of the post-exilic community.

More recently, the correspondences between the two texts have been re-evaluated by Andrea Beyer. She highlights eight points of contrast, as e.g. the absorption of the daylight by darkness (Job 3:4-6) instead of their separation (Gen 1:4), the “barren” (גלמוד) night (Job 3:7) in opposition to the multiplication and blessing (Gen 1:11, 22, 28), and the revocation of the count of days (Job 3:6) in contrast to the quantification of the spaces of time (Gen 1:14-16). Based on this evidence, Beyer concludes that Job 3:3-9 formulates an “Angriff auf die Schöpfung” (“attack on creation”) and responds with a “Rücknahme der Schöpfung” (“retraction of creation”).

Finally, the parallels outlined by Fishbane are adopted also by Samuel E. Balentine in his commentary on the Book of Job. In addition, in a book chapter published in 2013, Balentine includes the Joban prologue in an extended structural comparison, arguing that the six days of creation in Gen 1 correspond to the six scenes in the prologue, whereas the seventh day (Gen 2:1-3) may either be reflected in the epilogue, where the verb בָּרַך that is used three times in Gen 1:1-2:4a (1:22, 28; 2:3) and six times in the Joban prologue (1:5, 10, 11, 21; 2:5, 9), turns up a seventh time (42:12), or be contrasted by Job’s curse (Job 3:1 וִיקָלַל) at the place of YHWH’s final blessing of the creation (Gen 2:3 וְיָבֹרֵך). In sum, the biblical scholars listed here, from Fishbane to Balentine, mostly agree regarding their interpretation of Job 3. First, they identify conspicuous parallels to Gen 1:1-2:4a; second, they identify these parallels as allusions in Job’s soliloquy to the creation account (without, however, necessarily using the term “allusion”), and third, in consequence, they all read Job’s soliloquy as a reversal of creation as outlined in the priestly account.

14 Samuel E. Balentine, Job (Macon: Smyth & Helwys, 2006), 84.
2 Minority Report

Not all interpreters of the book of Job, however, agree with this reading of Job 3. Among those who question the significance of the alleged connections between Gen 1:1-2:3 and Job 3, David Clines denies that Job 3 might be interpreted as a reversal of creation, since the textual connections to Gen 1 are weak and “Job’s concern is not with the created order as a whole but with those elements of it that have brought about his own personal existence.”16 Similarly, Melanie Köhlmoos notes that there are only a few structural correspondences between Gen 1 and Job 3 (and 38).17 Konrad Schmid18 argues that textual correspondences – except between Gen 1:3 (יהי אור) and Job 3:4 (יהי חשך) – are weak, and that Job only wishes that the day of his birth might be deleted, but doesn’t express the desire to reverse the order of creation as a whole.19 Ultimately, according to Schmid, the theology of P is not rejected in the book of Job, but dialectically reassessed. Finally, JiSeong Kwon notes that “Job’s text does not match a clear-cut pattern of the six-day creation”20

In conclusion, we can state that, on the one hand, research on the relation between Job 3 and Gen 1:1-2:4a has revealed what is alleged to be conspicuous similarities between the two texts in regards to lexis, motifs, and structure, which in turn are thought to place Job’s curse and lament in contrast to the priestly praise of creation. However, on the other hand, some critics of this view have legitimately pointed out the lack of precision and differentiation regarding the alleged parallels. Therefore, a careful reassessment of the relation between the two texts is in order.

C REASSESSMENT OF THE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN GEN 1:1-2:4A AND JOB 3

Our reassessment of the connections between Gen 1:1-2:4a and Job 3 develops in three steps: firstly) the lexical correspondences between the first canto of Job’s soliloquy and Gen 1 will be listed, after which we will look at shared motifs and themes, and finally structural analogies will be evaluated.

17 Melanie Köhlmoos, Das Auge Gottes: Textstrategie im Hiobbuch (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1999), 362 (note 4).
18 Schmid, “Innerbiblische Schriftdiskussion,” 244-248.
Lexical Correspondences

Regarding lexical agreements, we can count twelve different lexical elements that appear in both texts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Gen 1</th>
<th>Job 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>אחור</td>
<td>vv. 3, 6, 9 etc. (11x)</td>
<td>vv. 2, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>יי (jussive)</td>
<td>vv. 3, 6, 14</td>
<td>vv. 4, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>חשך (noun)</td>
<td>vv. 2, 4, 5, 18</td>
<td>vv. 4, 5 (verb v. 9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>אור</td>
<td>vv. 3, 4, 5, 18</td>
<td>vv. 9, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>יום</td>
<td>vv. 5, 8, 13 etc. (15x)</td>
<td>vv. 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>לילה</td>
<td>vv. 5, 14, 16, 18</td>
<td>vv. 3, 6, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>על</td>
<td>v. 7</td>
<td>v. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>שבת</td>
<td>v. 14 (plur.)</td>
<td>v. 6 (sing.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>תהלת</td>
<td>vv. 29, 31</td>
<td>v. 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>כוכב</td>
<td>v. 16</td>
<td>v. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>חודה</td>
<td>v. 9 (nip’al)</td>
<td>v. 9 (pi’el)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>רשא</td>
<td>vv. 4, 9, 10 etc. (8x)</td>
<td>vv. 9, 16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, these lexemes are mostly very common in the HB, so that the shared use doesn’t appear conspicuous. Moreover, none of these are used in corresponding syntagmas. The opposition between the first creative act – יי אור – and Job’s contrastive curse of his day of birth – יי חשך – therefore stands out as the most noticeable lexical connection between the two texts. However, a close look shows that on the one hand, the vocabulary that is taken up in Job 3 to a large extent is used in the section on the first day (Gen 1:3-5):

Gen 1:3-5 (lexical correspondences with Job 3 are underlined):

3 יי אור הפך אלדים והי לו צור קיים
4 ויי אלדיס יאַדָּר，则 תֹב הוידל אלדיס בֵּן להוּר וּרְבִּים הדרי
5 והרי אלדיס לֹאַדָּר，则 והלֶאַדיס קרִי להלוּר והרי בֹּקְרָא יִבְּנֶל אָדָּר

On the other hand, the shared vocabulary of Gen 1:3-5 is repeated various times in Job’s opening speech:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Job 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>יי</td>
<td>vv. 3:4, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>חשך (noun)</td>
<td>vv. 4, 5 (verb v. 9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>אור</td>
<td>vv. 9, 16, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>יום</td>
<td>vv. 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>לילה</td>
<td>vv. 3, 6, 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This dense resp. repeated use of a shared vocabulary in the first sections of both texts renders these correspondences conspicuous. Therefore, we can state
that Job’s curse of the day of his birth and the night of his conception in Job 3:3-9 subtly alludes to the first act of creation as described in Gen 1:3-5.

2 Shared motifs and themes

Concerning shared motifs and themes, the relation between the two texts can be described as a mixture of correspondences and contrasts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>shared motifs</th>
<th>Gen 1:1-2:4a</th>
<th>Job 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>day and night</td>
<td>1:5, 14, 16 etc.</td>
<td>v. 3, 4, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>light and darkness</td>
<td>1:3-5, 14-19</td>
<td>v. 4-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>measuring of time</td>
<td>1:14</td>
<td>v. 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sea dwellers</td>
<td>1:21</td>
<td>v. 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| contrasting motifs                | becoming: 1:10-13, 19-31 | perishing: v. 3, 7, 10-16 |
|-----------------------------------| blessing: 1:22, 28; 2:3  | curse: v. 1, 8            |
|                                   | bring light: 1:3, 14-17  | bring darkness: v. 4-9    |
| order (division):                 | 1:4, 7, 18            | disorder: v. 4-9, 13-19   |
| rest: 2:1-3                       |                      | unrest: v. 13, 26b        |

As the list shows, motivic correspondences and contrasts between the two texts are intertwined. Yet, at the same time, each text also takes up themes and motifs that don’t appear in the other one, namely animals and humans in Gen 1:21-28 resp. birth and death in Job 3:11-19. Roughly speaking, both correspondences and contrasts are more intense in the first canto of Job’s soliloquy (Job 3:3-10); in the second and third canto (vv. 11-19 and 20-26) instead, new motifs and themes (namely birth and death) are brought in, while the agreements with Gen 1:1-2:4a tend to fade. In the last verse of Job 3, however, we grasp again a motivic connection, since the emphasis on unrest in v. 26 contrasts to the rest of YHWH on the seventh day (Gen 2:1-3). As we will see, this observation is important regarding the structural analogies between the two texts.

3 Structural analogies

So far, our analysis has yielded a conspicuous density of both lexical correspondences and motivic agreements and contrasts between in Job 3:3-10 and Gen 1:3-5. On the whole, therefore, we can state that the first canto of Job’s soliloquy
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reminds of the beginning of the creation hymn. Now, as seen before, in the final verse of Job 3 we can observe a connection with the seventh day in Gen 2:1-3. Admittedly, this connection at the end of Job’s soliloquy is less evident, as there is no shared vocabulary between Job 3:26 and Gen 2:1-3; nonetheless, we may point out that the correspondences between the beginnings of both texts generate an expectation that favours the recognition of the motivic contrast between their final parts. Structurally, therefore, we may summarize the connections between Job 3 and Gen 1:1-2:4a in the following way:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gen 1:3-5:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- creation of day and night (יהי v. 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- light at day – darkness at night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 5 times “light” (אור)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 3:3-10:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- day and night shall “perish” (יאבד v. 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- darkness at day (vv. 4-5) and at night (vv. 6-9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 5 times “darkness”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gen 2:1-3:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- “God finished … and he rested”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- rest (שבת)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 3:26:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- “I was not at peace, nor quiet, nor at rest”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- unrest (רגז)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As this summary shows, the connections both at the beginning and the end of the two texts are marked by contrast: Instead of ḤWYH’s first word “let there be” (יהי v. 3), Job’s first word in the soliloquy is “let perish” (יאבד v. 3), and instead of the distinction of the day’s light and night’s darkness, Job wants both day and night to be darkness, as is evident also by the fact that the noun אור is repeated five times in Gen 1:3-5, whereas in Job 3:3-10, Job speaks five times of “darkness” (yet by using three different terms). Similarly, Job 3:26 stands in contrast to Gen 2:1-3, since at the place of (divine) rest, Job laments his unrest.

4 Summary

In sum, we can conclude that the agglomeration of correspondences to Gen 1:3-5 in the first canto of Job’s soliloquy generates an intertextual connection that can be termed as subtle allusion and that is marked by contrast. The last verse of Job 3 takes up this allusion by contrasting God’s rest at the seventh day with Job’s desperation over his unrest.

22 Fishbane, “Jeremiah IV 23-26 and Job III 3-13,” 154 notes that the verb נוח that is used in Job 3:13, 17, 26 refers to God’s rest at the seventh day in Ex 20:11 (רנית ביום השביעי); between Gen 2:1-3 and Job 3, however, there are no lexical correspondences.

23 “Darkness” is expressed in Job 3:3-10 by the following nouns: חשך vv. 4, 5, 9; צלמות v. 5, אפל v. 6.
D IRRONIC FUNCTION OF THE CONTRASTIVE ALLUSION IN JOB 3 TO GEN 1:1-2:4A

In the following, I want to evaluate the rhetoric function of the contrastive allusion of Job 3 to Gen 1:1-2:4a. For this purpose, I will briefly go into the correspondences between Job 3 and Jer 20:14-18; as we will see, the comparison to this prophetic text shows that Job’s soliloquy can be termed a parody of the lament form and therefore has an ironic function; consequently, I will bring together this ironic function with the allusions reassessed above by offering a brief reflection on the term allusive irony.

1 Correspondences between Job 3 and Jer 20:14-18

Similarly, to the correspondences between Job 3 and Gen 1:1-2:4a, the parallels to Jer 20:14-18 are limited to a rather small number of lexemes, most of which are frequent in the HB:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jer 20:14-18</th>
<th>Job 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>יומ</td>
<td>vv. 3-6, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ילד</td>
<td>v. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>אמר</td>
<td>v. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>שמח</td>
<td>v. 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>מות</td>
<td>v. 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>רחב</td>
<td>v. 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>קבר</td>
<td>v. 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>למה</td>
<td>vv. 11, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>יצא</td>
<td>v. 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>עמל</td>
<td>v. 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>עמל</td>
<td>v. 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>עמל</td>
<td>v. 20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But here again, the significance of the correspondences comes to the fore by the similarity of the beginnings of both texts, since Job, analogous to Jeremiah, curses the day of his birth. In order to understand the modality of the parallels, we have to take into consideration the structure of Job 3, as the


25 “Cursing” is expressed literally in Job 3:2 (כָּלָל), in v. 3 instead דָּם (“to perish”) is used, whereas Jer 20:14 has דָּם (“to curse”).
correspondences to Jer 20:14-18 are most salient in the opening verses of each canto (Job 3:3, 11 and 20): 26

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jer 20:14-18</th>
<th>Job 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| v. 14a, 15a: | יאבד יום ואולד בן  
               ויילמה אם עשה אבד | נחררי יומא אולד בן  
               ו多万ה אם עשה רע | v. 3: |
| vv. 17a, 18a: | האש לא מחרים  
                 ואת עד מכלים  
                 ואת עמל ויגון | לא מרחם אמות  
                 ולא אגוע | v. 11: |
| v. 18a: | לא מרחם אמות  
                 ולא אגוע | לא מרחם אמות  
                 ולא אגוע |
| v. 20a: | לא יעמל אווה | לא יעמל אווה |

Based on this observation, we can further state that the first canto of Job’s soliloquy (Job 3:3-10) expands the first verse of Jeremiah’s lament (Jer 20:14), i.e. the cursing of the day of birth, by adding the night of conception (Job 3:3b) and making them both subsequently object of distinct curses (day: vv. 4-5; night: vv. 6-9). The second and the third canto instead lengthen the last two verses (Jer 20:17-18), i.e. the desire to have died in the mother’s womb (resp. immediately after birth in Job 3:11b, cf. Jer 20:18), by contrasting the quietness of the dead and the rest in the Sheol to the unrest in the present life. In other words, what is expressed in five verses in Jer 20:14-18, is extended to 24 verses in Job 3.

The comparison between Job 3 and Jer 20:14-18, therefore, foregrounds the exaggerated and overreaching mode of Job’s curse and lament. As G. Fuchs observes, whereas Jeremiah’s curse is limited to the day of his birth, Job wishes that the whole creation would be undone; 27 according to E. Greenstein, to Joban poet attenuates Jer 20 “ad absurdum” 28, since Job seeks to eliminate something that has already been; similarly, D. Clines terms Job’s lament and curse as “denatured” 29. In fact, Job does not simply curse the day of his birth, but wants it to be eliminated – and not only that day, but also the night of his conception; in addition, he not only deplores to be born and alive, but praises death and the underworld. This excessive and exaggerated heightening of the lament reveals

---

26 Identical vocabulary is marked with an unbroken line, semantic similarities are signaled by a dashed line.  
29 Clines, Job I-20, 77.
the pragmatic insincerity of Job’s soliloquy. With Seow, therefore, we can conclude that “(…) the poem is not a strict lament form but a parody of it.”

2 Allusive irony

The parody of the lament form provides the framework in which the contrastive allusions to Gen 1:1-2:4a are embedded. Against this background, the ironic tone of these allusions comes to the fore. In order to further evaluate the function of this allusive irony, let me go into a brief reflection on the term of irony.

As Heinrich Lausberg points out, in classical rhetoric, two types of irony can be distinguished: the trope (tropus) and the figure of thought (figura). Irony as a trope can be described as expression of a thing by the contrary and is more or less equivalent to what in today’s linguistics and literary theory is called verbal irony. Irony as a figure of thought instead occurs in two modes: the dissimulatio, i.e. the dissembling of the own point of view – known also as “Socratic irony” –, and the simulatio, i.e. the simulating of the correspondence of the own point of view with that of the opponent resp. the expression of the own point of view by using the opponent’s rhetorical means. The classical philologist René Nünlist highlights an example of the latter in the Iliad:

[Dr. Pandaros to Diomedes:] “Thou art smitten clean through the belly, and not for long, methinks, shalt thou endure; but to me hast thou granted great glory.”

Then with no touch of fear spake to him mighty Diomedes: “Thou hast missed and not hit; but ye twain [sc. Pandaros and Aineias],

---

34 On the dissimulatio and simulatio see also Wolfgang G. Müller, “Ironie, Lüge, Simulation, Dissimulation und verwandte rhetorische Termine,” in *Zur Terminologie der Literaturwissenschaft: Akten des IX. Germanistischen Symposions der Deutschen Forschungsgemeinschaft, Würzburg 1986*, (ed. Christian Wagenknecht; Stuttgart: Metzler, 1989), 193-204, who points out that both kinds of irony – but in particular the simulatio – may occur by means of a vast range of figures of speech, such as the imitatio or the permissio.
methinks, shall not cease till one or the other of you shall have fallen and glutted with his blood Ares, the warrior with tough shield of hide.”

Pandaros’ “methinks” (όϊω) is a case of irony as a trope: He is sure to have fatally hit his adversary, but – contrary to his conviction – utters an ironic expression of doubt, glorying in his victory. The echoic repetition of the same locution by Diomedes, instead, is a clear example of the simulatio: By imitating Pandaros, Diomedes mocks his enemy’s certainty of victory.

Turning back from this example to the theory on irony, we might refer to the mention theory of the linguists Dan Sperber and Deirdre Wilson. According to their thesis, all verbal ironies “are implicit echoic mentions of meaning conveying a derogatory attitude to the meaning mentioned”[37]. With the German linguist Edgar Lapp, however, we can rather define verbal irony as “Simulation der Unaufrichtigkeit”[38] (“simulation of insincerity”), whereas the echoic mention represents one specific type of verbal irony. Marika Müller, another German linguist, helpfully terms this type “Anspielungsironie”[39], what we translate here as “allusive irony”. For sure, this type of irony overlaps with the parody, as the latter, in a similar way as the allusive irony, stylistically imitates a text or genre or (type of) person.[41] However, whereas the parody aims at a comic effect by means of exaggeration, allusive irony is characterized by the transposition of the context, provoking the questioning of the text or concept to which the ironic locution is alluding.

Turning back to Job 3, my contention is that the relation of the Joban soliloquy to Gen 1:1-2:4a is best described as allusive irony. As we have seen, the exaggerated mode of Job’s lament signals pragmatic insincerity. Now, with regard to the allusions to the creation account, this insincerity functions as a first transposition of context, providing a framework that allows a covert criticism. A second transposition occurs by the contrastive replacement of firstly darkness for
light, secondly of perishing for becoming, and thirdly – more subtly at the end of the speech – of unrest for rest. By means of this twofold transposition, the context in which the allusions to Gen 1:1-2:4a appear is shaped in a way that reveals the critical function of these allusions. In this way, Job 3 subtly undermines the optimistic creation theology of Gen 1:1-2:4a.

Based on these observations, we may draw some further conclusions. Firstly, we may assume that the indirectness and coyness of the criticism are owed to the authoritative status of the Torah that is impeding a direct critique. Secondly, we may argue that the ironic criticism effects a partial suspension of the authority of the text to which is alluded: The reference presupposes and to a certain extent affirms the validity of the textual authority and undermines it at the same time. Thirdly, in more general terms, we can state that the allusive irony of Job 3 invites the readers to a critical engagement with the Torah.

**E YHWH’S ALLUSIVE IRONY IN JOB 38-39**

In the final part of my paper, I want to briefly explore the way in which YHWH’s first speech (Job 38-39) alludes to Job’s opening speech. Keel’s thesis, brought forward in his seminal study on YHWH’s speeches published in 1978, that in Job 38-39 YHWH replies to Job 3 by rebutting Job’s dark view of creation,\(^{42}\) has gained wide recognition among scholars.\(^{43}\) In fact, lexical correspondences (e.g. חשך, רנן,כוכבים,סכך,דלתים) between the two texts are numerous,\(^{44}\) and various important motifs of Job 3, such as light and darkness (3:4-9; 38:2, 12, 19, 24), birth (3:11-12; 38:8-9, 21, 28-29; 39:1-4), death (3:13-19; 38:17; 39:30), and turmoil/unrest (3:24-26; 39:16, 22, 24), are taken up in Job 38-39. However, in my view, rather little attention has been paid up to now to the ironic function of the reference to Job’s soliloquy in the divine speech.

A few examples may illustrate the allusive irony that is operative in YHWH’s discourse. The first allusion to Job 3 occurs in the rhetorical question that opens up God’s speech to Job:

\[ \text{Job 38:2:} \]

\[ \text{מי זה מחשיך עשה} \]

\[ \text{במלים בלי ידע} \]

\“Who is this that darkens counsel by words without knowledge?”\]

---


\(^{44}\) A list of lexical correspondences between Job 3 and 38-39 (and also 40:6-41:26) is provided by Klaudia Engljähringer, *Theologie im Streitgespräch: Studien zur Dynamik der Diálogos des Buches Ijob* (Stuttgart: Katholisches Bibelwerk, 2003), 30-31.
The verb לשך (hip‘il) reminds of Job’s first canto (Job 3:3-10), since there, as we have seen above, “darkness” functions as the most prominent motif (cf. vv. 4-6, 9). Although the correspondence consists of only one word, for two reasons we can claim an allusion here: On the one hand, the reference to Job 3 is corroborated in the following sections of Job 38-39, since the dichotomy of light and darkness that pervades Job 3:3-10 is taken up in 38:12, 19, 24. On the other hand, the blame of “darkening counsel” corresponds to Job 3 in consideration of the allusions to Gen 1:1-2:4a that we identified there. Furthermore, the use of לשך in the hip‘il stem with Job as implied subject is conspicuous, for unlike in most other cases, the verb is not used metaphorically here, and YHWH does not figure as the subject, as is usually the case.

By means of this subtle allusion, the criticism of Job that is explicit in the locution of Job 38:2b (“by words without knowledge”), comes to the fore already in the first colon. In other words, YHWH is defeating Job with his own arguments, as he is using the same rhetorical device, namely allusive irony. The harsh critique of Job who is accused of having spoken “without knowledge”, is somewhat mitigated in this way. Consequently, YHWH’s answer, that might appear fierce and humiliating at a first glance, reveals itself as benevolent and even humorous.

Some further examples of ironic allusions to Job 3 in the first divine speech confirm our interpretation:

1 In 38:7, we may assume a subtle allusion to 3:7-9:

Job 38:7

“... when the morning stars rejoiced together,
and all sons of God shouted for joy?”

The “morning stars” (כוכבי בקר) remind of the “twilight stars” (כוכבי נשפו) in 3:9, whereas their “rejoicing” (רנן) contrasts Job’s denial of a “joyful cry” (ירע) in 3:7 and the “cursing” (קבב) by the “cursers of the day” (אררי-יום) in 3:8.

---

45 In Job 3:3-10, three different terms of “darkness” are used that occur altogether five times (see above C.3).
46 In all 16 occurrences in the HB except Job 38:2, the verb לשך is used non-metaphorically. Additionally, besides Job 38:2, לשך in the hip‘il stem usually has God as subject (Jer 13:16; Amos 5:8, 8:9; Ps 105:28; only in Ps 139:12, where the verb is negated, the noun לשך functions as subject).
47 With Clines, Job 1-20, 86, I don’t follow the proposal of – among others – William F. Albright, “Rezension Gustav Hölscher: Das Buch Hiob (1937),” JBL 57 (1938): 227, to emend יום (day) in Job 3:8 to ים (sea), and to claim here a reference to the sea-god Yam of Canaanite mythology.
Similarly, by reminding of Job’s birth, 38:21 subtly alludes to the motif of birth in 3:3 and 10-12:

Job 38:21:

"You know, for you were born then, and the number of your days is great!"

Beside the antiphrastic verbal irony (i.e. irony as a trope) in the opening “you know” – for Job obviously does not know “the way to the dwelling of light” nor “the place of darkness” (38:19) he was asked about before – and in 38:21b, there is also a subtly allusive irony in YHWH’s reference to Job’s birth, since it reverses the latter’s wish to have the day of his birth eliminated (Job 3:3). This allusion to Job 3 is underlined by the recurrence of the motif of birth in 38:8-9, 28-29 and 39:1-4.48

In 39:2, Job is invited to “number the months” of the gestation time of the deer:

Job 39:2:

“Do you number the months that they fulfil, and do you know the time when they give birth?”

Here again, beside the verbal irony that lies in the fact that Job is asked to do what he is not able to accomplish, 39:2a ironically inverts Job’s wish that the night of his conception may not be included in the “number of months” (3:6):49

Job 3:6:

“Thou hast multiplied my days and hast increased my years.

That night, let thick darkness seize it, let it not rejoice among the days of the year, let it not come into the number of months.” (cf. 39:2a)

Finally, the strophes on the wild donkey (39:5-8, 9-12) point out the freedom from labour of these two species, whereas Job in 3:18-19 imagined this freedom for those in the Sheol. In particular, 39:7b echoes 3:18b:50

Job 39:7:

“It [= the wild ass] scorns the tumult of the city,

48 The motivic link is corroborated by lexical correspondences, as e.g. Job 38:8 shares with 3:10-11 the use of יְדֵּי (plur.), יְשָׁע, רָמָה, and יִצְא, whereas 38:29 takes up the verb ילָד and the locution יִצְא מִבְטַן from 3:3 and 11.

49 This allusion is corroborated by the recurrence of the noun ספר (Job 3:6) in 38:21 and of the verb ספר in 38:37; furthermore, the motif of measuring time is present also in 38:31-33.

50 Further lexical correspondences in this context are כי (Job 3:17; 39:11), יִצְא (3:17; 39:11, 16), תַּשְׁא (3:19; 39:5), וָאָב (3:19; 39:9).
it does not hear the shouts of the driver.

Job 3:18:

יחד אסיריםشعון
לא שמיע קול נגש

There [= in the Sheol] the prisoners are at ease together, they do not hear the voice of the driver.

Further motifs that are taken up from Job 3 might be mentioned, as e.g. 38:17 (and 39:30) echoes Job’s longing for death (3:11-23), and in 39:16, 22, 24, the motif of fear (פחד) and unrest (רגז) turns up again (cf. 3:25-26).

The brief examples demonstrate the similarity between the allusions in YHWH’s first speech to Job’s soliloquy and those of Job 3 to Gen 1:1-2:4a. The same way as Job reversed crucial motifs of the creation hymn, now YHWH on his part subverts Job’s initial curse and lament by taking up central motifs of Job’s speech in a reversed mode. In both Job’s and YHWH’s speeches we can term these contrastive allusions as ironic, since they are aimed at an indirect, partly covert critique. The main effect of YHWH’s allusive irony is mitigation: Instead of attacking and rebutting Job directly, the divine speech partly conceals the critique and by this softens its harshness and rigour.

**CONCLUSION**

In the last decades, considerable research has been undertaken concerning the intertextual relations between Job 3 and Gen 1:1-2:4a, though not always with sufficient precision and methodical accuracy. In particular, scant attention has been given to the rhetoric function of these connections. As our analysis has shown, the lexical and motivic correspondences between the two texts are conspicuous, especially at the beginning of both passages, and can therefore be termed as allusions. Furthermore, they are structurally congruent, as they are particularly apparent between the openings and endings of both texts; finally, they are marked by contrast, as e.g. the creation of light is replaced by Job’s longing for darkness.

The function of these contrastive allusions is narrowly linked to the insincere mode of the curse and lament, which in turn has come to the fore by a comparison between Job 3 and Jer 20:14-18, revealing Job’s soliloquy as a parody of the lament form. On the base of this pragmatic insincerity, the parallels between Job 3 and Gen 1:1-2:4a come into view as a specific kind of (verbal) irony, namely allusive irony (“Anspielungsironie”), which at the same time partly questions and affirms the authority of the reference text.

Finally, the same rhetorical device is operative also in YHWH’s first speech (Job 38-39), that now in turn alludes to Job 3. By ironically subverting Job’s allusive curse and lament, the latter is defeated with his own arguments. The most important effect of this covert and indirect mode of critique to our view
is the softening and mitigation of the otherwise harsh – or even rude – rebuke of Job.
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